Return Visit 10/1/63 (Haile Selassie)

Show print #3, order #66200

16mm, color, sof, 734'
Good color, average sound

This film covers some of the highlights of Haile Selassie's visit to the United States. A fair portion of the film is devoted to the Ethiopian students in the states and several are featured.

Shot List
0' start sync.
6'-40' Selassie receiving honorary degree at Georgetown University
41'-52' Title "Return Visit" and "Credits: Sidney J. Stiber for USIA"
52'-65' Selassie's train approaches Washington
65'-90' President John F. Kennedy (JFK) and First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy (JBK) at Union station welcome Selassie (JBK dressed in mourning)
91'-141' JFK's welcoming remarks
142'-188' Selassie's remarks
189'-216' Cavalcade to White House
217'-230' Selassie and JFK at White House
236'-320' Selassie presents silver wreath at Lincoln Memorial (JFK is not present)
321'-342' Selassie in Congress with VP Lyndon B. Johnson
343'-375' Selassie holds news conference
376'-418' Dean Rusk escorts Selassie who is departing for New York
419'-497' Selassie with Mayor Robert Wagner and Mrs. Wagner in ticker-tape parade
498'-560' Selassie addresses the General Assembly at the UN
561'-571' Selassie on television
572'-731' Selassie with Ethiopian students
731'-734' "The End"